
What is Zimbra Collaboration?
Zimbra, a Synacor product, is an email and collaboration platform that 
includes contacts, calendar, tasks, instant messaging and file sharing, 
plus add-ons such as videoconferencing, document creation and file 
storage. Zimbra powers hundreds of millions of mailboxes in 140+ 
countries and is offered through more than 500 BSPs and 2000 channel 
partners. Enterprises, governments and service providers trust Zimbra.  
 
Zimbra can be deployed in the cloud, on-premises (private cloud) or as 
a hybrid service.
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Key 9 Features

KEY FEATURES
• Responsive, Modern UI
• Extensibility with  
    3rd Party Apps
• Customization with  
    New Zimlet Framework
• Zimbra Dependable Server  
    Infrastructure
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Zimbra 9 introduces a new, modern end-user experience built upon Zimbra’s dependable server infrastructure, 
providing the security, privacy and data sovereignty Zimbra customers have come to expect. It’s designed to 
be flexible and extensible so small businesses, enterprises, governments and service provides can integrate with 
the 3rd party collaboration services they use today. The new Zimlet framework allows users to easily customize 
for geographic or industry specific requirements.   

   • Modern, Responsive User interface
   • 3rd Party Integrations for Extensibility
   • New Zimlet Framework for Customization
   • Zimbra Server Infrastructure for Security, Privacy & Data Sovereignty
   • Classic UI for Easy Adoption
   • Easy Upgrade, No Migration Needed



Zimbra Collaboration 9

Zimbra 9 introduces a modern, responsive user interface based on industry-leading React 
technology. Users can move seamlessly between desktop, mobile and tablet browsers while 
enjoying a consistent and easy-to-use email and collaboration experience. And just like you expect, 
you can customize the UI for your organization’s colors, fonts, logos and more.

Modern, Responsive UI

Zimbra 9 is designed for extensibility and features best-
in-class, out-of-the-box integrations with Slack, Dropbox 
and Zoom, with many more integrations underway. 
Zimbra is fully committed to creating a collaboration 
ecosystem that allows small businesses, enterprises and 
other organizations to utilize services they use day-to-
day instead of being forced to use or pay for services 
they don’t use. Break free from the closed systems of 
Microsoft and Google and use the apps that you have 
already invested in.

3rd Party Integrations = Extensibility

Zimbra Server Infrastructure = Security, Privacy & Data Sovereignty
Zimbra 9 runs on Zimbra’s dependable server infrastructure, 
providing the security, privacy and data sovereignty Zimbra 
customers have come to expect, and in many cases, require.

Easy Upgrade, No Migration Needed!
Expect an easy upgrade process moving to Zimbra 9 — with 
no data migration. Zimbra will provide the documentation, 
tools and Professional Services to support the upgrade 
process. And just like always, Zimbra can be deployed on-
premises, in public or private clouds or as a hosted service 
from Zimbra service providers in your own country.
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New Zimlet Framework =Customizable
Zimbra 9’s new Zimlet framework gives you the power to customize your deployment from high-
end collaboration to simple business email. Customers across a range of regions and market 
sectors can easily customize Zimbra to meet their unique geographic or industry requirements. 
For Zimbra administrators, deployment and enablement continues to behave as it did in the past. 
Documentation and training will be available.

Classic UI
Users can seamlessly toggle between Zimbra 9’s Modern UI 
and the Classic Zimbra UI to ease adoption and minimize 
help desk calls. The toggle will be available at login and in 
Zimbra Preferences.


